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The world at a turning point:
can Germany adapt?
Education and innovative ideas are Germany’s most significant
commodities. We discuss how, amid the current geopolitical
crisis, Germany can accelerate its innovation drive. We also take
a look at how Europe is positioning itself in the global fight to
secure energy, raw materials and primary products and at how
the war in Ukraine has redrawn Europe’s political and
economic map.

Thursday,
November 3, 2022,
Frankfurt am Main,
Alter Oper

9:15 		

Welcome and opening speech by

		
Ralf Lochmüller,
Managing Partner and CEO, Lupus alpha

In Focus: Germany and Europe in the New World Order
9:30 		

Keynote: Global Perspectives

		
“Europe’s security has been destroyed to the core”
		Previously held beliefs about the world’s political and economic order have been shaken by the
		
war in Ukraine and alliances and interdependencies called into question. Where this might lead.
		Former German Ambassador Wolfgang Ischinger,
		President of the Board of Trustees of the Munich Security Conference (MSC) Foundation
		

in conversation with Corinna Wohlfeil, TV journalist, n-tv

10:15 		

Coffee break

10:45

Video interview

		
“Innovation is the key to prosperity, growth and jobs”
		Innovative ideas are urgently required if we are to catch up in the global race and to regain
		
a leading role. We need to develop a new, forward-looking mindset unfettered by the current
		status quo.
		
Christian Lindner, German Finance Minister and Leader of the FDP

11:15		

Discussion panel

		
“Accepted thought patterns are being put to the test in innovation policy”
		Innovations must be commercialised more rapidly and efficiently – even on a trial basis and at risk of
		
failure. This will require a fair amount of structural change in Germany.
		Prof. Dr. Katharina Hölzle, Deputy Chair of the Expert Commission on Research and Innovation (EFI)
		
until June 2022
		
		
Prof. Dr. Sabina Jeschke, founder of the quantum computing start-up Quantagonia
		
		
Dr. Theodor Weimer, Chairman of the Executive Board of Deutsche Börse AG
		Host: Corinna Wohlfeil, TV journalist, n-tv

In Focus: Small Companies with Growth Potential
12:15

Investment Spotlight

		
“European micro caps – our future lies in their innovative strength”
		Deglobalisation, decarbonisation, electrification, expansion of digital infrastructure and more –
		
Europe is undergoing a profound transformation. The winners will be innovative small companies.
		Jonas Liegl, Portfolio Manager Small & Mid Caps Europe

12:45		

Lunch break

In Focus: Looking for the “New Normal”
14:00

Trends lecture*

		
“The Fed has taken too long to tackle inflation”
		Inflation is climbing, growth prospects are bleak, risks remain high.
		
The outlook for the global economy.
		
Prof. Olivier Blanchard, MIT Economist and former Chief Economist at the IMF
		

in conversation with Dr. Melinda Crane, TV commentator

* In English.

15:00

Investor lecture*

		
“We know that we’re taking a big risk, but we are diversifying globally”
		How Sweden’s pension fund is confidently steering 90 billion euros through the markets.
		Richard Gröttheim, CEO of the Swedish pension fund AP7
		

in conversation with Dr. Melinda Crane, TV commentator

16:00

Coffee break

16:45

Investors’ panel with TED talk

		“Asset Allocation in 2023: Establishing a portfolio’s direction”
The traditional panel discussion with investors and a TED vote involving all participants.
		Melanie Kümmel, CEO, TK Pensionsfonds AG
		
		Dr. Martin Lück, Head of Capital Markets Strategy for Germany, Switzerland,
		
Austria and Eastern Europe, BlackRock
		
		Dr. Christian Rouette, Managing Director, Henkel Family Office
		Alexander Raviol, Partner, CIO Alternative Solutions, Lupus alpha
		Host: Corinna Wohlfeil, TV journalist, n-tv

17:45–18:30

Perspective lecture

		“Capable of covering long distances, driving dynamically, charging quickly – it’s all possible”.
		How the global market leader is underpinning Germany’s position as a centre of innovation with
		
its new round cell for electric mobility.
		Herbert Schein, CEO, VARTA AG

from 18:30

Reception followed by evening meal

* In English.

Registration
The live event at the Alte Oper Frankfurt is exclusively
for institutional investors.
Participation by personal invitation only
www.la-investment-fokus.com/registration
Please enter the code AOF_2023 if you have
a personal invitation.
The invitation is non-transferable.

Prof. Olivier Blanchard is Robert M. Solow Professor of
Economics Emeritus at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
as well as Fred Bergstein Senior Fellow at the Peterson Institute
for International Economics. He was Chief Economist at the
International Monetary Fund from 2008 to 2015. In 2018, he was
President of the American Economic Association (AEA). He is
also an advisor to the Federal Reserve Bank in Boston. Blanchard is
a popular commentator on monetary and economic policy issues.

Dr. Melinda Crane is a popular political commentator.
She analyses, for example, American and transatlantic politics for
various German radio and television stations, presents p
 olitical
broadcasts and contributes to news magazines.

Richard Gröttheim has been with the Swedish pension
fund AP7 since 2000 and CEO since 2010. He is responsible for
pension assets worth about 90 billion euros. Since 1993, he has
been Head of the Monetary and Foreign Exchange Department
at the Swedish Central Bank and a Member of the Monetary
Policy Committee. Before that, he held various positions as
a Macro and Fixed-Income Analyst and as Chief Economist.

Prof. Dr. Katharina Hölzle is the Director of the Institute
of Human Factors and Technology Management IAT at the
University of Stuttgart and the Fraunhofer Institute for Industrial
Engineering IAO. Until June 2022, she was Deputy Chair of the
Expert Commission on Research and Innovation (EFI) and she
co-authored the report on “Research, Innovation and Technological
Performance in Germany 2022”. She teaches, among other
topics, entrepreneurship, innovation and technology management
at the Hasso Plattner Institute in Potsdam.

Wolfgang Ischinger, former German Ambassador, was
Chairman of the Munich Security Conference from 2008 to 2022
and is now President of the Board of Trustees of the Munich
Security Conference Foundation. From 2001 to 2006, he was
Germany’s Ambassador in Washington, then in London until
2008. He sits on various supervisory and advisory boards,
including the German Council on Foreign Relations, the
Atlantik-Brücke and the Atlantic Council, Washington D.C.

Prof. Dr. Sabina Jeschke is the founder of Quantagonia,
a start-up that makes algorithms for quantum computing. She
teaches at RWTH Aachen University, specialising in complex
IT systems and robotics, and at TU Berlin. From 2017 to 2021,
she was the Board Member for Digitalisation and Technology at
Deutsche Bahn AG. Since 2021, she has provided support
for the start-up accelerator KI Park in Berlin.

Melanie Kümmel is the CEO of TK Pensionsfonds AG,
which has been operating on the market since January 2020,
and manages a diversified, global investment portfolio with her
team. For Techniker Krankenkasse, the largest health insurance
fund in Germany, she has been responsible for investments
for over 20 years. Prior to this, she held various positions in the
banking sector.

Jonas Liegl has been a Portfolio Manager for Lupus alpha
Micro Champions since 2020. He has more than 10 years of
experience in the analysis and portfolio management of European
micro, small and mid caps and thus covers the entire range
of the small-cap sector. Prior to that, he worked at Allianz
Global Investors and at Deka Investment as a Portfolio
Manager for European small and micro caps.

Christian Lindner is the German Finance Minister,
a Member of the German Bundestag as well as the Leader
of the FDP.

Ralf Lochmüller is Managing Partner and CEO of
Lupus alpha. He is responsible for Strategy & Planning
as well as Marketing & Corporate Communications.
He has been active in asset management for more than
30 years – among others at Chase AG in Frankfurt
and at Invesco, the American-British investment company.
In October 2000, he founded Lupus alpha with four
partners.

Dr. Martin Lück is Head of Capital Markets Strategy for
Germany, Switzerland, Austria and Eastern Europe at BlackRock.
Under this role, he has been responsible for BlackRock’s macroeconomic research and investment assessments since October 2015.
Previously, he was Chief Economist at UBS Deutschland AG.
His prior positions include Kepler Equities, CAI Cheuvreux and
Schröder Münchmeyer Hengst Research.

Alexander Raviol is Partner and CIO Alternative Solutions
at Lupus alpha. After graduating in physics, he gained extensive
capital market experience among others as an Asset Manager
at Dresdner Bank in Frankfurt and as a Portfolio Manager at UBS
and HSH Nordbank AG. In 2006, he joined Lupus alpha as
Head of Quality & Risk Management, where he was responsible
for product development of alternative investment strategies.

Dr. Christian Rouette, Managing Director, is responsible
for the management and development of the Henkel Family
Office as well as for holistic, intergenerational advice for members
regarding their asset allocation. Previously, he held leading
managerial positions in finance at E.ON. He also has experience
in capital market research and strategic corporate finance
consulting. At RWTH Aachen University, he conducted research
on investment theory, capital markets and decision theory,
among other topics.

Herbert Schein joined VARTA over 30 years ago and is
now its CEO. Under his leadership, the company has become
a global leader in innovation and technology for microbatteries.
Schein focused on lithium-ion technology at an early stage and
continues to develop the technology at VARTA’s Ellwangen and
Nördlingen sites. Today, VARTA AG produces and develops
household batteries and energy storage systems in addition
to lithium-ion cells.

Dr. Theodor Weimer has been Chairman of the Executive
Board of Deutsche Börse AG since January 2018. He was
previously Spokesman of the Executive Board of HypoVereinsbank,
Partner at Goldman Sachs, Senior Partner and Member of
the Global Management Committee at Bain & Company and
a Management Consultant at McKinsey.

Corinna Wohlfeil initially worked as an Investment
Advisor after graduating with a degree in business studies
with a focus on banking, before assuming responsibility for
Deutsche Bank’s Business TV in 1997. In 2001, she joined
news channel n-tv as a presenter and editor. She quickly
became known to an audience of millions with her daily
“Märkte am Morgen” and “Telebörse” broadcasts and live
reports from the floor of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange.

Venue

How to find us

Alte Oper Frankfurt

Transport

Opernplatz
60313 Frankfurt am Main

Arriving by car
A5 from Kassel or Basel/Mannheim, leave the motorway at
Frankfurt West, Stadtmitte/Messe, follow signs to “Alte Oper”.
A3 from Würzburg or Cologne, via the Frankfurter Kreuz
on the A5, leave the motorway at Frankfurt West, Stadtmitte/Messe,
follow signs to “Alte Oper”.
Nearby parking facilities
– Alte Oper, Opernplatz
– OpernTurm (entrance at Bockenheimer Anlage 47)
Arriving by plane
Frankfurt Airport, S-Bahn suburban train lines S8/S9 to
“Taunusanlage” or by taxi.
Arriving by train
Frankfurt am Main Hauptbahnhof (Central Station), U-Bahn
underground line U6/U7, “Alte Oper” station, S-Bahn suburban
train lines S1 to S6 and S8/S9 to “Taunusanlage”.
Further information can be found at www.alteoper.de
We look forward to welcoming you to the foyer of the Alte Oper.
Entrance via the large columned doorway.

The paper for this invitation comes from sustainable forestry. Printing was climate-neutral,
with CO ² emissions offset.
Please note that photographs and film footage will be recorded during the event.
This may be used for event reporting and general publicity purposes across different media.
The taxation of expenses/benefits related to this event will, as far as necessary, be taken over by
Lupus alpha Asset Management AG acc. § 37b EStG.

Lupus alpha Asset Management AG
Speicherstraße 49–51
60327 Frankfurt am Main

www.la-investment-fokus.com

